Press Release

MantisBT for agile software development: agileMantis
scrum tool becomes official bug tracker plugin
Much, 24 September 2014 – IT company gadiv’s agileMantis scrum tool
is upgrading the bug-tracking system MantisBT’s data to include the
complete set of scrum artefacts and features. MantisBT has now added
the tool in its official plugin directory. As a result of this upgrade, the
popular bug tracker can now also be used for scrum projects.
MantisBT had so far not offered any features to support agile scrum software
development processes. Thanks to this application, adesso AG subsidiary
gadiv GmbH has closed this gap. Applying agileMantis, users receive an official MantisBT plugin that allows them to use the bug tracker successfully in
scrum.
An overview of the features and benefits of agileMantis with MantisBT:
-agileMantis upgrades ‘Issues’ to ‘User Stories’, which are part of
product back-logs. These can now be dragged to ‘Sprints’ and then
broken down into ‘Tasks’.
-Scrum teams can be created from MantisBT users. The relevant assignment of roles such as ‘Scrum Master’, ‘Product Owner’, ‘Developer’ etc. is done within those teams.
-agileMantis generates an associated sprint backlog with each sprint,
where tasks can be processed and progress can be tracked.
-The tool performs capacity management for each staff member and
sprint, which allows for transparent and efficient sprint planning.

agileMantis is an open source plugin that can be upgraded with agileMantisExpert. This licensed version provides even greater convenience and a wider
range of functions. In particular, it includes a visual task board that can be
easily operated by drag and drop, as well as graphic statistics for burndown,
velocity and cost management.
Find agileMantis in the plugin directory of MantisBT:
https://github.com/mantisbt-plugins
A free download of the basic version of agileMantis is available at:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/agilemantis
The expert components can be downloaded from the gadiv site. The license
key to activate the expert components can also be ordered on the site. A free
test license for the expert components is available at:
http://www.gadiv.de/de/opensource/agilemantis/agilemantisen.html
gadiv GmbH
gadiv GmbH is based in Much and has over 25 years of experience in developing IT
systems for statutory health insurance providers. Experts at gadiv combine specialist
expertise with a keen eye for detail when it comes to system landscapes at health insurance providers. Aside from planning and realising client-specific internet and intra
net solutions, the company also specialises in developing and marketing standalone
applications and specialist modules for statutory health insurance provider applications such as Morbi-DC, FB3BUC and AutoBUC. gadiv clients include the BITMARCK
group, DAK-Gesundheit, AOK Rheinland/Hamburg, Deutsche BKK, SBK Siemens
Betriebskrankenkasse, Bahn BKK, pronova BKK, IKK Berlin-Brandenburg and Kaufmännische Krankenkasse - KKH.
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